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Presentation Overview 
● The Broad Context 

○ Social and political landscape

● Conservative Legal Attacks On Race-Consciousness

○ Ongoing legal attacks on racial equity

○ SCOTUS decision

● What Can We Do? Near-Term Strategies 

○ Understanding the current legal context

○ Defending and extending racial equity

● What Can We Do? Long-Term Strategies

○ Organizing and building power to transform laws, 
courts, and systems of governance

Leading With Race in Climate Solutions is 
a collaborative project of: 

Just Solutions
The Greenlining Institute
The Chisholm Legacy Project 
Urban Sustainability Directors Network
Facilitating Power
Upright Consulting Services

Thanks to The Kresge Foundation

See more: 
https://bit.ly/LeadingWithRaceInClimate

Legal Disclaimer: 
Contents of this presentation include 
information about equal protection and civil 
rights laws. Any information included in this 
curriculum is not intended to constitute legal 
advice and is for educational purposes only. 
We recommend consulting an attorney with 
respect to specific legal matters. 

https://bit.ly/LeadingWithRaceInClimate


The Broad Context 



We Must Build A Just, Regenerative Future Amidst 
Growing Socio-Political Obstacles
● Increasing climate catastrophes
● Rise in authoritarianism
● Increase in hate crimes
● Covid-19 pandemic
● High profile police violence and 

brutality
● Legal attacks on civil rights
● Rise of “colorblindness” as a pervasive 

form of modern-day racism
● Deepening racial inequities

Source: Paul Morigi 
Copyright: 2022 Getty Images



Source: Ricardo Levins Morales 



Climate Justice Is Racial Justice

The U.S. economy is built on a history 
of slavery, colonialism, and 
disinvestment that permeates 
structures and systems to this day. 

Without consciously designing for 
racial equity, governments are limited 
in their ability to repair past harm and 
are at risk of perpetuating it. 

“There is no way to talk about equitable, effective, and just solutions to climate change without also talking 
about the disproportionate burdens that communities of color shoulder as the planet warms.” 

– NPQ article by Jacqueline Patterson, Aiko Schaefer, and Alvaro S. Sanchez 

Source: Steve Sanchez/Shutterstock

https://nonprofitquarterly.org/what-the-supreme-court-decision-on-affirmative-action-means-for-climate-equity-policy/


How Conservative Legal Attacks Are 
Affecting The Ability To Lead With Race In 

Government Policy And Programs   



Conservatives Are Leading Attacks On Foundational Civil 
Rights Laws  

● Well-funded, organized right-wing actors are weaponizing civil 
rights laws and the equal protection clause of the Constitution

● Opponents of racial justice have launched numerous legal attacks 
and legislative attempts to overturn current law and protections 
across a range of jurisdictions and issues

● These attacks are not new, they are part of a historical pattern of 
backlash against progress on racial justice since at least the Civil War

Key takeaway: The Right is running a long-term, coordinated strategy to:
● Appoint conservative judges
● Sue to overturn existing laws and legal precedent
● Pass new laws in state and federal legislatures
● Wage a public communications and media strategy

Source: ACLU

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1crVsL4EJXnxan9SoW07Shxh2gyWkZ4w-e5UrJou2jyE/edit#heading=h.1ej5c5ffm0d7


The Attacks Are Part Of A Coordinated, Well-Funded 
Right-Wing Strategy
Key players include Edward Blum (the conservative activist behind 
affirmative action and voting rights attacks), Stephen Miller’s America 
First Legal, the Federalist  Society, the Heritage Foundation, the 
American Civil Rights Project, and the Pacific Legal Foundation, among 
others



Example: Coordinated Right-Wing Lawsuits Result In 
Repeal Of Federal Race-Based USDA Grant Program 

● Black farmers have historically been 
discriminated against and robbed of their land

● A new federal grant program was designed to 
address this

● Then white farmers launched 12 
geographically dispersed legal challenges 

● Resulted in the repeal of $4 billion in USDA 
grants for farmers of color formerly 
discriminated against by the government

● Replaced with a colorblind program
● Total pool is now $2.2 billion, loan forgiveness 

no longer directly provided



Right-Wing Lawsuits Have Impacted Race-Based 
Programs Run By Local Governments



Attacks On Private Entities Are Increasing As Well 
Private entities—including foundations and companies—are seeing increased 
attacks on:
● Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion programs
● Race-based grants programs
● Diversity hiring initiatives

Source: Washington Post



The Supreme Court Overturned Affirmative Action In 
2023 Ruling
● The ruling overturned affirmative action
● Narrows the use of racial classifications 

under the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Constitution and Title VI of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 

Key takeaway:
● Diversity is no longer a “compelling state 

interest”
● Using race as a classification to promote 

diversity and combat racial inequities isn’t 
allowed Source: Getty Images



Summary Of What’s At Stake 
Hard-earned victories towards equity and justice:

● Race-based government programs, policies, and funding allocations 
Example: USDA’s original program for Black farmers

● Entities receiving government funding who confer benefits or 
harms based on race
Example: Affirmative action programs at universities

● Race-based contracting and small business programs
Example: Government procurement programs prioritized for MWBE 

● Race-based government environmental justice programs 
Example: EPA’s Title VI civil rights investigations of cumulative impacts 
in EJ communities  

● Race-based reparations programs
Example: Evanston’s housing reparations program 

Redlining map of Evanston, IL whose reparations 
program added a non-raced-based component in 

response to a legal threat from conservatives. 

Source: Mapping Inequality



Acknowledgement 
● We want to pause to 

acknowledge the very real human 
pain and suffering associated 
with these attacks

● We also want to remember that 
we are being attacked because of 
the progress we’ve made

Source: Art by Brandy Chieco



What Can We Do 
About It? 

1. Near-Term: Defending And 
Extending Progress Inside 
The Current Legal 
Framework

2. Long-Term: Organizing and 
Building Power to 
Transform Laws, Courts, 
and Systems of Governance



Near-Term: Defending and Extending Racial Equity Within 
the Current Legal Framework



Race-Conscious Policy
Race-conscious policy: designing a policy, program, or initiative, or taking 
action, with either a racial purpose, goal, or objective, or that is otherwise 
aware of racial context

Examples:

● Racial data collection and tracking
● “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing” (policy focused on promoting racial 

residential integration and combatting effects of segregation)
● Texas Ten Percent Plan

Source: Advancing Racial Equity: Legal Guidance for 
Advocates by Stephen Menendian 

https://belonging.berkeley.edu/advancing-racial-equity
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/advancing-racial-equity


Race-Based Policy 
Race-Based policy: the Supreme Court's term for describing policies that are 
more specific and targeted than race-conscious; they use race as a decision or 
selection criterion, generally at the individual level 

Examples:

● University-based affirmative action policies
● Setting aside a portion of contracts, sub-contracts, or contracting dollars 

for minority-owned businesses
● Jim Crow laws

Source: Advancing Racial Equity: Legal Guidance for 
Advocates by Stephen Menendian 

https://belonging.berkeley.edu/advancing-racial-equity
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/advancing-racial-equity


Clarifying Vocabulary

All race-based policies are 
also race-conscious, but not 
all race-conscious policies are 
race-based 

Race-conscious 
policies

Race-based 
policies

Key takeaway:
● Race-conscious = legal
● Race-based = complicated and potentially illegal



What’s Possible and “Legal” Today 
● Governments and private entities receiving government funds are highly 

restricted in their ability to use race-based mechanisms to address structural 
or systemic racism 

● Distributing government-supported benefits based on racial classifications 
that impact individuals or businesses is largely illegal unless:
❏ It’s narrowly designed to remedy past intentional discrimination by that specific 

government entity 
❏ It’s limited in time and scope 
❏ Race-neutral mechanisms were demonstrated not to achieve the same desired result 

Under current law, race-based classification approaches are prohibited in most 
instances. Race-conscious but non-race-based approaches are allowed. 



Example: Part 1
Race-based approach: A city 
sets up a grant program to 
fund household solar and 
battery storage projects. To 
address historical racial 
disparities in access to solar, 
the fund is set up to 
preference BIPOC households. 

✗  Not Legal Source: NAACP Solar Equity Initiative kickoff on 2018 MLK weekend



Example: Part 2
Race-conscious, but non-race-based 
approach: A city sets up a grant program 
to fund household solar and battery 
storage projects. To address historical 
racial disparities in access to solar, the 
fund is set up to give priority to projects in 
specific environmental justice geographic 
areas based on historical redlining, energy 
burden, income, and asthma rates. 
Outreach about the grant fund targets 
community organizations and households 
within the priority geographic areas. 

✅   Legal 



Risks of Legal Attacks on Programs or Policies 
● Race-based policies and programs are easy to challenge in court.

● Government then must spend staff time and money on legal defense. Often these 
are resources that could be spent advancing legally sound and effective strategies for 
leading with race.

● Successful legal attacks can result in programs being shut down or stripped of all 
racial equity components.

● Successful legal attacks can result in government being forced to pay damages and 
legal fees to opponents of racial equity. 

● Successful legal attacks can result in increased insurance costs, diminished capacity to 
sell bonds, and sometimes personal liability for individual government leaders. 

● Legal risk is likely making local government more cautious about racial equity work, 
even if there are legally sound strategies to lead with race.



ALLOWED ACTIVITES 

✅ Outreach, collaboration, and co-creation with communities impacted by racial inequity

✅ Set bold racial equity goals in service of universal outcomes. Talk about race and why it 
matters

✅ Prioritize community benefits in geographic areas or for communities (not defined by 
race) that have historically suffered disproportionate burdens and harms related to 
health, wealth, work and opportunity

✅ Establish offices of racial equity and mandate agency-wide racial equity plans like the 
Biden Administration’s Executive Order to Advance Racial Equity

✅ Collect robust demographic data and ensure policies are advancing racially equitable 
outcomes

✅ Establish narrowly tailored minority contracting programs to remedy past government 
discrimination in contracting that is documented in a formal disparity study

✗ Distributing benefits and burdens based on race (in most cases) 

Governments Can Still Do A Lot To Advance Racial Equity  

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2023/02/16/executive-order-on-further-advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government/


Work With Government To Utilize The 3-Step Process  

1. Encourage bold racial equity commitments in service of 
universal outcomes

2. Co-develop program or policy mechanisms and strategies that 
avoid distributing public benefits and burdens based on racial 
classifications

3. Hold government accountable to measuring racial equity 
impacts, i.e. how the policy mechanisms or strategies affect 
different racial groups and advance racial equity



Step 1: Encourage Bold Racial Equity Commitments In 
Service Of A Universal Goal
For example: 

● Ensure everyone has access to 
affordable housing, starting with 
people who experienced housing 
discrimination in the past 

● Ensure everyone has better health 
outcomes by eliminating disparities in 
asthma rates between communities of 
color and white communities

Source: CNN



Step 2: Co-Develop Policies And Programs That Avoid 
Distributing Public Benefits And Burdens Based On Race 
Texas Ten Percent Plan: The University of 
Texas offers admission to the top 10% of 
every public high school graduating class, 
achieving more racial diversity through a 
non-race-based mechanism   

LA County’s Targeted ARPA Fund Program: 
LA County set a goal of allocating 75% of 
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds to 40% 
of neighborhoods most impacted by the 
pandemic and longstanding inequities

Source: LA County’s Map for Targeting ARPA Funds



Step 3: Hold Government Accountable To Measuring 
Racial Equity Impacts

● Track relevant disaggregated data 
correlated with race—assess 
before and after program 
implementation 

● Encourage governments to use 
racial equity impact assessments, 
data collection and tracking, and 
mapping indices with multiple 
data points

Source: PolicyLink National Equity Atlas



The 3-Step Process for Leading with Race in Policy 

1. Set bold racial equity commitments in service of universal outcomes

2. Employ policy mechanisms and strategies that avoid distributing 
public benefits and burdens on racial classifications

3. Measure the racial equity impacts of the strategies

● Effective
● Legally sound
● Used for decades by movement leaders in states like CA, WA, MI 

that enacted bans on affirmative action in the 1990s and 2000s



Long-Term: Organizing and Building Power to Transform 
Laws, Courts, and Systems of Governance



How Do We Course Correct? 
● The Supreme Court has a 6-3 conservative 

majority 
● Three of the six conservative justices are under 

the age of 60 
● There’s a need for long-term organizing and 

strategy development
● Focus on bridging movements—work in 

solidarity across issue areas with others 
invested in race-conscious policies

● Develop a long-term, focused strategy to build 
political power for racial justice 

"Do not get lost in a sea of despair. Be hopeful, be optimistic. Our struggle is not the struggle of a day, a week, a 
month, or a year, it is the struggle of a lifetime.” - John Lewis

Source: LD on jstock.com



Actions Advocates Can Take  
● Educate: share information about the link 

between racism and existing inequities and 
inform decision-makers about scope and limits 
of SCOTUS decision

● Unite: connect with communities and grow our 
movements to incubate a large-scale, long-term 
strategy to build equitable climate policy

● Pilot: advance race-conscious approaches to 
fighting climate change to test effectiveness and 
political will 

● Organize: sign people up to vote, advocate to 
change government structures that hinder our 
progress, and win over hearts and minds

● Communicate: shape the narrative on why 
leading with race is imperative

https://www.demos.org/research/race-class-narrative-national-dial-survey-report
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/what-the-supreme-court-decision-on-affirmative-action-means-for-climate-equity-policy/


Conclusion And Call To Action
● Climate justice is racial justice
● The opponents of racial justice are 

organizing, passing laws, and attacking

We must:

● Hold the line and fight back
● Defend and extend progress on racial equity 

within the current legal framework
● Organize to build long-term community 

power
● Transform laws, courts, and systems
● Convene, strategize, coordinate, and align Source: Art by Cece Carpio (Oakland, CA)



Thank You

Visit our project website for more information, including a compilation of resources and a catalog of legal attacks on race 
conscious policies.

Produced by Just Solutions, The Greenlining Institute, The Chisholm Legacy Project, The Urban Sustainability Directors 
Network, Facilitating Power, and Upright Consulting Services. Special thanks to: Rachael DeCruz and Maria Stamas

https://justsolutionscollective.org/our-work/leading-with-race-in-climate-solutions/


Appendix 



Laws And Amendments The Right Has Targeted 
Equal Protection Clause of 14th Amendment: “No State…shall deny to any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”

● Applies to government action at all geographic levels: federal, state, and 
local 

Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964:  “No person in the United States shall, on the 
ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be 
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or 
activity receiving federal financial assistance.”

● By extension, any entity receiving government assistance is also barred 
from discrimination  



Assessing The Legality Of A Race-Based Policy: Part 1 
❏ Is the government or an entity receiving government funding involved?

Yes?  Then …. 

❏ Is the funding or benefit they’re conferring based on a racial classification? 

Yes?  Then… 

❏ Are they allocating benefits to an individual or individual entity in a 
zero-sum setting? 

Yes?  Then… this program is subject to strict scrutiny. 

➔ Proceed to the next slide. 

Racial classification: Race is used as an indicator to classify individuals or an individual entity
Zero-sum setting: A setting in which there’s a limited amount of benefit such that allocating it to someone means there’s less for others. 



Part 2: Does The Race-based Policy Or Fund Meet The “Strict 
Scrutiny” Standard? 
Does the program or policy do all of the below? 

❏ Serve a compelling state interest—either remedying past intentional 
discrimination by that specific government entity or supporting public 
safety in prison race riots?

❏ Is it narrowly tailored, including did it consider and implement 
non-race-based alternatives and failed?

❏ Is it calibrated to avoid “harms,” including by setting sunset dates and 
subjecting the program to periodic review? 



Targeted Universalism: Robust Tool For Leading with Race

Setting universal goals and developing targeted 
strategies to achieve those goals based on how 
different groups are situated within structures, 
culture, and across geographies

https://youtu.be/a0At2xbQB7w

Source: Othering & Belonging Institute

If you want to learn more:

https://youtu.be/a0At2xbQB7w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0At2xbQB7w
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/2022-12/Targeted%20Universalism%20Primer.pdf

